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Patrick : 12 April 1957 12.25pm Melbourne VIC 

Ascendant is close to 1 Cancer 

Patrick has been single for several years and lives in a regional community where he 
operates a one-man business in an allied health area. He has come to you with a few 
concerns that he wants to discuss and is hoping that you can offer him some constructive 
guidance as he is feeling quite anxious about the future. 

Firstly, he is concerned that another practitioner in his field will be opening a business in his 
small community and that this may impact on his earning capacity. He feels the market may 
not be big enough to sustain two practitioners in the same field. 

Secondly, he has been deeply upset by his ex-wife’s apparent attempt to [unsuccessfully] 
undermine his relationship with his daughter. This appears to be a one-off event and while 
his ex-wife lives in another state and he never sees her, he is still brooding over what 
happened several months ago. He is finding it difficult to let go his hurt and a sense of 
injustice. 

Thirdly, he would like another relationship but feels fearful of stepping out into the ‘dating 
game’, due to past wounds and his lack of privacy: he describes his community as a ‘gold-
fish bowl’ where everyone knows your business. 

Using Patrick’s transits for 2019 and his Solar Returns for 2019 and 2020, how can you 
assist him to understand his current challenges and work with his fears for the future? Refer 
to any natal patterns that are being activated. 

_________________________________________________________________

*Charts attached at end of document

Patrick has many outer planetary transits during 2019 and 2020, this says that his life is undergoing 

profound change, transformation and he is learning many lessons that push him forward to a new 

chapter of life. In this essay I will examine what challenges are being activated for Patrick, aim to 

help him understand the lessons behind them and how he can work with these energies to overcome 

his fears for the future.  

Patrick’s 2019 Solar Return ascendant is back in Cancer like his natal, his MC is again in Aries 

which shows the beginning of a new cycle, 2019 is a year he will get to know himself on a new 
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level and begin a new phase. Patrick will experience situations that will encourage self evaluation 

(Pluto/Saturn square Sun in SR and transits), the emphasis is on the self, on what he wants and 

needs, and where he wants to go from here. When the SR ascendant returns to its natal sign, it 

suggests that this year will involve meeting many challenges of the birth chart and a time of coming 

back to his true soul’s promise.  

Patrick is undergoing an immense year of change (Uranus on Solar Return 2019 midheaven/t-

Uranus square natal Uranus, SR Sun in cadent 9th house.) Uranus is shaking up his life in order to 

push him towards a better, more evolved future. There is a need for change, for freedom, 

independence, individuality, authenticity, evolution and for breaking chains that may have kept him 

bound in the past, especially in his career/public role in the world. Patrick has reached a stage in his 

life where more freedom should be welcomed, where he is inspired to break away from patterns he 

has outgrown and an old way of thinking and leading his life. Patrick is being urged to be more of 

who he authentically is, to be eccentric, unique, untraditional and revolutionary in his approach to 

life, through his public role but also applying it to his public role (t-Uranus10th square natal Uranus 

1st/SR Uranus on MC 2019/t-Uranus also sextile the natal Ascendant.) I feel this has to do with 

Patrick’s career concerns about another practitioner opening up in his field which may impact his 

earning. Uranus can show periods of financial instability, especially in Taurus in the 10th house. As 

mentioned previously, it also shows the need for freedom. Perhaps this is a universal message for 

Patrick to take some well deserved breaks from routine and focus on more Uranian type activities, 

what does he really want to do? To change? Has life become monotonous and limited? Is there a 

way he could readjust his goals to suit who he is now, reflecting more of his authentic self? Perhaps 

it is time to start thinking about retirement and what adventures he has always wanted to go on, but 

hasn’t yet had the opportunity to. Patrick’s sense of security is being dissolved and he is being asked 
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to take time out to figure out what is really important to him at a soul level (t-Neptune opp moon 

2nd.)   

At strong Uranian times it can feel as though you are being left out of society and that doesn’t 

always have to be bad. This is a time to focus on himself, his needs and desires. (t-Pluto/Saturn 

square natal Sun/Venus throughout 2019/2020, square sun in SR2019, SR/Natal ASC ruler in the 1st 

house.) This can also be about needing to incorporate a more Uranian approach into his work, make 

himself stand out, be inventive and give his clients more reason to choose him. Perhaps even adding 

a holistic or spiritual approach to his work (t-Neptune grand cross with natal Moon-Jupiter/Saturn/

Mars.)  

Travel, adventure, higher learning, law, religion and spirituality are major themes for Patrick at this 

time. He is being encouraged to learn a different way of life and find meaning from it, get into 

spiritual or taboo learning, broaden his horizons, rest, get in tune with his emotions and higher self 

and be inspired (SR2019 Sun in 9th house, t-Neptune opposite natal moon, t-Jupiter/Neptune 

activate natal T square Mars12th, Moon2nd-Jupiter3rd, Saturn6th, SR19 Mercury/Venus in Pisces 

8th house.) He is encouraged to initiate new projects that involve communication, learning and 

joining with like-minded people to make some kind of change, even getting involved with 

community or charity work (SR19 Uranus MC/Uranus square Neptune, Sun ruler Mars in SR 11th 

house in Gemini.) There is opportunity for change and expansion in daily routines, work, service 

and health (t-Jupiter conjunct Saturn6th). Patrick may be able to learn something that could benefit 

his trade, he may be inspired to make practical use of the opportunities and big ideas he receives 

now and trust that it will be successful and abundant with enough thought, work and patience (t-

Jupiter conjunct Saturn/square Moon-Jupiter/Mars, SR2019 Jupiter 6th house). He is also 

encouraged to see what unconscious patterns have limited his growth and stopped him from 
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realising his dreams and break away from them (t-Jupiter square Moon-Jupiter/Mars, t-Uranus 

square Uranus, t-Pluto square sun.) The SR moon is in Sagittarius in 2020, in the 1st house which 

again shows the emotional development of the self, as well as the need to learn, understand, to 

expand, adventure, to be free and to live life with faith, perhaps even to learn more about himself 

through travel or spirituality. 

T-Uranus squaring natal Uranus activates the natal Uranus-Neptune square, which in his life may 

have manifested as fear or paranoia around being homeless, or abandoned by family and themes 

like this may cause fear and worry about being self-sufficient (Also natal Saturn square Virgo moon 

2nd). Now is a time of reflection on what has been achieved so far and whether it is still for him, it 

is a time to think of new ideas to gain stability through being himself and following his true dreams. 

New ideas, new ways of thinking and a new consciousness may come to the forefront, which if he 

chooses to continue in the same career path, he can incorporate to reinvent himself, his career and 

his position in society (t-Uranus square Uranus/Neptune, t-Pluto square Sun, SR19Uranus MC.) 

Patrick is advised to relax, to try and go with the flow and trust that a higher source is guiding him 

to where he needs to be. It is an imaginative time where the ideas he dreams up should be directed 

into form, benefiting future opportunities. (t-Neptune opp Virgo moon, t-Jupiter square Moon-

Jupiter/Mars, Saturn.) 

There is a need for a major readjustment in Patrick’s life in terms of career and his domestic life, the 

direction of his life is taking on new meaning and purpose. How he handles power and money are 

being challenged and his identity is being completely transformed. There is a strong need to take 

back his personal power from others and not obsess over what he cannot control (like new 

practitioners and the community’s opinions on him.) Questions from the deep subconscious may 

arise such as ‘Who am I now? What will satisfy me? Does who I am now reflect my role in the 
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community or does my role reflect who I am?’ (t-Pluto square MC/IC axis 2019/2020, t-Chiron 

square ASC.) These questions have surfaced because Patrick is required to make big changes, Pluto 

and the IC symbolise endings, and Pluto square the sun shows a death of the old self, in a way, so 

that a new can be reborn. Parts of his private life need to be exposed for him to be transformed, 

vulnerability and surrender of control are important now and will lead to empowerment.  

Towards the end of 2019, Patrick is being challenged to reevaluate his purpose and responsibilities 

and become more realistic with his goals, what he wants to achieve, his life force energy and his 

maturity (t-Saturn square Patrick’s Sun/Venus, MC/IC). There is a revision of strengths, 

weaknesses, values and self esteem. Perhaps it is time to slow down a little, and take care of his 

health. Do more exercise or eat better, work less or gain a new love for his work that heals himself 

as well as others (t-Pluto square Sun, Venus, MC/IC, t-Neptune forming grand cross with Moon-

Jupiter/Mars/Saturn.) His SR chart for 2020 puts a focus on health, service and daily routines (SR 

sun in 6th house) which can be about taking care of his health and habits, creating healthy habits 

that benefit his life and don’t hold him back. It can also be about being recognised for the work he 

does and his efforts being appreciated as well as ideas about work and how he can serve, new 

business opportunities/ventures and connections (SR2020 Mercury in 6th).  

Patrick is being liberated from caring about what others think and abiding by the laws he grew up 

with. As mentioned, perhaps community or charity work could help connect Patrick with like 

minded people in his community, or generally being his authentic self and being comfortable 

enough with his desires so that he doesn’t feel burdened by others need to talk in his goldfish bowl 

community. He is being pushed to change the way he asserts himself (Uranus square Uranus1st). It 

is also possible, especially in the 2020 SR chart, that opportunities for relocation could happen and 

that if the privacy in his community is still an issue, he is able to make that change by starting fresh 
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elsewhere, maybe even closer to family. A fresh start with his business location wise, expansion in 

his business and breaking away from a limited community. (SR2019Uranus on MC, then SR2020 

Uranus in 6th house, Pluto/Jupiter on the IC, Saturn and Mars in 4th.)  

In 2020, Patrick is Scorpio rising with ruler Pluto on the IC, this can indicate endings in home and 

family life/relocating/renovating, buying/selling homes, new beginnings and transformation. These 

changes are expressed outwardly into his public life/career arena (SR2020 Pluto/Jupiter opposite 

MC). In a biwheel to his natal chart, the Scorpio ascendant is in his natal 4th house which 

emphasises this area. Ascendant in Scorpio is again a transformation of the self in many ways. In 

2020, Patrick’s MC is in Cancer, which shows that the goals for the year will be about security/

safety, family, home, nurturance and emotion. Mars and Saturn both in the 4th house showing hard 

work, discipline and initiating change (in Aquarius) in domestic life and taking charge of his life in 

this area. They are in Patrick’s natal 7th house with Jupiter and Pluto representing that the change 

may come through others and partnership. Venus is also in the 7th house in the SR2020 chart which 

can indicate that relationship themes will come to the forefront. Patrick has said he is concerned 

about stepping back into the dating game due to past hurts, so during 2019, as it is evident in his SR 

chart and transits, there is work to be done in regards to emotions.  

With his SR 2019 Asc in Cancer and the moon in the 1st, Patrick is encouraged to nourish and 

nurture himself, perhaps spending more time at home or with family, caring for loved ones but 

especially himself. It would be helpful for Patrick to spend time revisiting the past to see how past 

issues are affecting his life now, then healing these. Patrick is being encouraged to let go of past 

hurts, to show empathy and compassion and to forgive. Forgiveness and letting go are themes of 

focus at this time in his life (t-Neptune opp Moon/t-Chiron square natal Asc). His Mars/Moon-

Jupiter/Saturn natal Tsquare can indicate spite and resent because excessive emotion is restrained 
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and not expressed, because of his cautious and controlled nature. Gemini Mars in the 12th house is 

very spiritual and mental, a meditation practice may be very good for him in balancing anger or 

perhaps a mental or physical activity that requires hard work and discipline (opposite Saturn) 

perhaps to do with water (t-Neptune square 12thMars/Saturn/opp Moon.) Patrick may be prone to 

holding onto anger/emotion for a really long time, which can be detrimental to his health and can 

affect his daily work and routines (Mars/Saturn 6th). Neptune opposing the moon in 2019/2020 is 

encouraging him to let this anger go and surrender what cannot be controlled as it is affecting his 

desire for relationship and from moving forward from his ex-wife’s actions. Though emotions are 

amplified and sensitivity increased (t-Jupiter square moon, t-Neptune opp Moon,) Patrick is healing 

and understanding himself on an emotional level (t-Chiron square Cancer ascendant, t-Pluto square 

sun.) Unconscious emotions and patterns are being unearthed, to be worked on, to cleanse and clear 

so Patrick can begin another relationship seperate from the hurt he had before (t-Pluto square 

Venus.) In the SR chart for 2020, love is a serious option, however he will have to try and find a 

medium between relationship and his self/need for adventure/freedom and be more carefree and 

lighthearted in the dating game (SR 2020 Gemini Venus opposite Sagittarius Moon 1st.) There is 

also a strong need to connect with people and be social in terms of dating and to communicate in 

partnership (Venus in Gemini 7th.) 

In 2019/2020 there may be delays with emotional bonds as there is a lot of work to be done on the 

self first. Patience, discipline and thought are required. (t-Saturn square Sun/Venus.) Transformation 

for Patrick lies in allowing himself to be vulnerable in relationship without thinking of the ‘what 

ifs’. He needs to feel the fear and do it anyway and become emotionally secure enough to withstand 

anything (t-Pluto square Venus.) 

With SR Jupiter in 6th house and t-Jupiter squaring Jupiter 2019, things should go smoothly in the 

work arena for Patrick, there are plenty of opportunities for expansion and abundance if he chooses 
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to go for them, as long as he is realistic, patient and persistent (t-Jupiter/Saturn.) He is encouraged 

to work on restructuring his life, values and purpose to suit his desires, so that he can express 

himself honestly (t-Saturn square Sun/Venus/MC). He is invited to expand his knowledge, skills, 

broaden his horizons, be imaginative and inspired and bring his ideas into form, but to remember to 

spend time working on his emotions, resting and allowing himself the space and freedom he needs 

to heal and do things he enjoys (Uranus on SR MC/square Uranus, t-Neptune/t-Jupiter aspecting 

natal T square.) Patrick must work towards surrendering control of what he cannot change, but 

examine his emotions, patterns and habits, purge what no longer serves/his old self and beliefs 

about his worth and security to heal and transform (t-Neptune opp moon, t-Pluto square Sun/

Venus.) It would be helpful to learn when to put himself first, be unafraid to stand out (T Uranus) 

and connect with like minded people. Vulnerability and communication are important in 

prospective relationships, especially in 2020 and it is time to forgive, show compassion, let go and 

see things from a soul level, rather than brooding over things that are in the past, knowing that in 

forgiveness you regain your power (t-Neptune, Pluto square Sun/Venus, t-Chiron square ascendant.) 

If Patrick chooses to, it is also a great time to take a break from routine and think about what he 

wants from the next few years, whether it be serving others in a different way, spending more time 

with family, travelling, retiring, relocating, starting a new business or incorporating new ideas into/

expanding his current (SR2020.) Patrick is being challenged to push forward towards a future that 

better suits who he is now and encouraged to work on his sense of worth so that he feels secure and 

safe within himself and within his relationships.  

Word Count - 2706
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Transits 1 May-

T- Neptune opposite 

Moon activating natal T 

square, t-Uranus square 

Uranus, t-Jupiter square 

Jupiter, t- Saturn square 

Sun/Venus (exact in 

December) 

Transits 1 August -

t-Pluto square Sun/

Venus, (t-Pluto 

square MC/IC in 

Jan, July, Nov), t- 

Jupiter conjunct 

Saturn, opposite 

Mars (natal T 

square)
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Transits 26 December - 

t-Uranus square Uranus/

Neptune, t-Pluto/Saturn 

square Sun/Venus/MC/

IC, t-Neptune square 

Mars, t-Chiron square 

Ascendant
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